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FROM THE ACTING PRINCIPAL

Dear Parents and Friends of Monte,
A few warmer days after some rain and the campus is screaming
“Spring has arrived!” As the gardens change with colour that
edges out, there is a parallel in the anticipation of Year 12 nearing
their final celebrations and transitioning out of school. As sure
as the seasons change, transitions are part of life, so around
the College many are busy making preparations to farewell our
graduating Class of 2019.
We have spoken often with this cohort, as with many before,
about their future and their goals being reached, by setting out
on the right path. Many times, we have asked students to make
choices which will point them in a certain direction, setting them
up to find their way beyond Monte. People like Fr Richard Rohr
and Fr Ronald Rolheiser speak about the spirituality appropriate
to the two halves of life. It seems that people need practices in
the first half of life that help them find and discern a path; and in
the second half, the practices to maintain the rhythm of walking
that path, and appropriate to the stage. As a community, we
speak often about how essential it is to find a path with purpose
and direction, but for our Year 12 students we have to trust now
that they will have a rhythm of walking that path with Mercy.
During the week, Year 12 enjoyed the last of their regular
timetabled lessons before Seminar Program, which is designed
to support their transition from structured imposed routine to
their own time management leading up to the examinations. A
change of pace and routine is often just as critical as what we
are doing, otherwise it can be like looking up whilst driving next
to a truck at exactly the same speed – you are convinced you are
sitting perfectly still!
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Many courses in Year 12 have culminating events where students
showcase their skills, which have shifted from ‘novice’ towards
‘expert’. This week, both the Music Performance Evening and
Hospitality Dinner could only be described as being met with
‘critical acclaim’. The selected musical pieces, wonderfully varied,
brought to life the individuality of each performer and transported
the audience on a journey of the imagination right there in the
ACC. The impressive service by the Hospitality students of their
high-quality meals was very much appreciated by their guests.
Both events, indicative of the high standard reached at the
conclusion of all of our courses, are the culmination of much
hard work. These impressive high points are only possible by the
intersection of considerable effort by individual students, shared
teacher expertise and commitment, the loving encouragement
of parents and the dedication of support staff in their respective
areas. There is much to celebrate and to be proud of.
Just as music with its melody and rhythm, and food its flavour
and texture, are altered by changing one of the elements, it is
time for things to be mixed up a little in the life of Year 12. Entering
the last part of a transformation that has been six years in the
making, we recognise with excitement and joy the growth that
has taken place. We hold Year 12 in our thoughts and prayers at
this time.
In the coming week, maybe each of us will take the opportunity
to alter our routine a little and be open to the transformation it
may bring? In the spirit of Catherine McAuley, let us through that
endeavour have greater trust in God’s providence.
Warm Regards,
Allyson Mascarenhas
Acting Principal
Deputy Principal Curriculum
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2019 DESIGN SHOWCASE - KALEIDOSCOPE

FROM THE HEAD OF TAS

Mr Chris Parrish
Head of TAS

Design Week and Design Showcase
The Kaleidoscope-themed 2019 Design Week was held during
the 26–30 August. During this time, the TAS students were
exposed to many fields of design, whilst undertaking a variety
of different initiatives that encourage them to consider how
design affects the way we live. Due to the generosity of many
industry contacts, parents and carers, the workshops this year
were diverse and highly engaging, focussing on areas such as
Architecture, Interior and Graphic Design, Fashion and Industrial
Design.
The inspirational event of the week was the Design Showcase
on Wednesday evening, where the students' work was presented
in a spectacular display of innovation, colour and enthusiasm.
With 350 people in the audience, our Year 7-12 Design and
Technology students took to the catwalk, exhibiting a range of
garments and projects that had been produced throughout the
year. To complement the evening, Year 11 Hospitality students
offered culinary delights to tempt the tastebuds. The Year 12
Major Design Projects were the main highlight of the evening;
the culminations of almost twelve months of blood, sweat and
tears from both staff and students. It is no surprise then, that we
themed the event Kaleidoscope of Design this year.
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An excerpt from my speech at the Design Showcase...

Creativity and Innovation in Design
Creativity is the act of turning new and imaginative ideas into
reality. Creativity is characterised by the ability to perceive the
world in new ways, to find hidden patterns, to make connections
between seemingly unrelated phenomena, and to generate
solutions. Creativity involves two processes; thinking, then
producing, which is at the core of what we teach within the TAS
department.
“Creativity is the process of bringing something new into being.
Creativity requires passion and commitment. It brings to our
awareness what was previously hidden and points to new life.
The experience is one of heightened consciousness: Ecstasy.”
- Rollo May, The Courage to Create
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What Is Innovation?

So, Can Creativity Be Learned?

Innovation is the implementation of a new or significantly
improved product, service or process that creates value for
business, government or more importantly, society.

The short answer is yes. We are born as naturally creative
beings, and as we grow up, unfortunately, we learn to be
uncreative.

Some people say creativity has no connection with innovation
— that innovation is a discipline, implying that creativity is not.
Well, I disagree. Creativity is also a discipline and a crucial
part of the innovation equation. There is no innovation without
creativity.

Creativity begins with a foundation of knowledge, learning a
discipline, and mastering a way of thinking. You can learn to be
creative by experimenting, exploring, questioning assumptions,
using imagination and synthesising information. Learning to
be creative is akin to learning a sport. It requires practice to
develop the right muscles, and a supportive environment in
which to flourish. And biased though I might be, I believe this is
what we do so well here at Monte

In fact, it could even be said that we are living in the age of
creativity.
·· Agriculture Age (farmers)
·· Industrial Age (factory workers)
·· Information Age (knowledge workers)
·· Conceptual Age (creators and empathisers)

Studies by Clayton M. Christensen and his researchers
uncovered what they call 'The Innovators DNA', describing the
ability to generate innovative ideas as not merely a function
of the mind, but also a function of five key behaviours that
optimise the brain for discovery:
1. Associating: drawing connections between questions,
problems, or ideas from unrelated fields.
2. Questioning: posing queries that challenge common
wisdom.
3. Observing: scrutinising the behaviour of customers,
suppliers, and competitors to identify new ways of doing
things.
4. Networking: meeting people with different ideas and
perspectives.
5. Experimenting: constructing interactive experiences and
provoking unorthodox responses to see what insights
emerge.
Sir Richard Branson has a mantra that runs through the DNA
of Virgin companies. The mantra is A-B-C-D. (Always Be
Connecting the Dots). Creativity is a practice, and if you practice
using these five discovery skills every day, you will develop your
skills in creativity and innovation.

Generative Research on Creativity
Generative research shows that everyone has creative abilities.
The more training you have and the more diverse the training,
the greater the potential for creative output. Research has
shown that in creativity, quantity equals quality. The longer the
list of ideas and time spent on a problem, the higher the quality
of the final solution. Quite often, the highest quality ideas
appear at the end of the list.
Behaviour is generative; like the surface of a fast-flowing river,
it is inherently and continuously moving… behaviour flows,
and it never stops changing. Fluid behaviour is generated
continuously, but it is labelled creative only when it has some
special value to the community… “Generativity is the basic
process that drives all the behaviour we come to label creative.”
– Robert Epstein PhD, Psychology Today
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HOSPITALITY INCURSION WITH GIOVANNI PILU

Overcoming Myths About Creativity

Hospitality Incursion with Giovanni Pilu

The belief that only special, talented people are creative
(and that people need to be born that way) diminish our
confidence in our creative abilities. The notion that geniuses
such as Shakespeare, Picasso, and Mozart were ‘gifted’ is a
myth, according to a study at Exeter University. Researchers
examined outstanding performances in the arts, mathematics
and sports, to find out if “the widespread belief that to reach
high levels of ability a person must possess an innate potential
called talent.”

On Monday 19 August, the Year 12 Hospitality students were
privileged to have a workshop with renowned chef, Giovanni
Pilu of Pilu at Freshwater. During this session, they learned how
to make the dishes that will be served at the Hospitality Parents
Dinner. Assisted by chef, Marcello, Mr Pilu shared his passion
for Hospitality as he worked with the class, demonstrating his
skills, expertise and sharing valuable tips on making dishes
such as pasta, donuts and more.

The study concludes that excellence is determined by:
··
··
··
··
··

opportunities
encouragement
training
motivation, and
most of all, practice.

“Few showed early signs of promise prior to parental
encouragement.” No one reached high levels of achievement
in their field without devoting thousands of hours of serious
training. Mozart trained for 16 years before he produced an
acknowledged masterwork.

Fostering Creativity in life: Rules of the
Classroom

During the workshop, the students were split into teams of three,
to work on a specific dish, assisted by either Mr Pilu or Marcello.
After a day of cooking and learning, the girls were delighted
to eat the delicious meals they had prepared, alongside the
renowned chefs.
The dishes were delicious and 5-star quality and the whole Year
12 Hospitality team look forward to presenting the newfound
skills to parents and staff at the 2019 Hospitality Parent Dinner.

Upcoming Events
In Week 10, the second half of Year 8 students will be going on
excursion to the Powerhouse Museum to explore the wonderful
world of design, creativity and innovation.

Following these simple rules, we can foster a culture of creativity
and innovation:
··
··
··
··
··
··
··

Believe you can change the world.
Work quickly, keep the tools unlocked, work whenever.
Know when to work alone and when to work together.
The customer defines a job well done.
Radical ideas are not bad ideas.
Invent different ways of working.
Make a contribution every day: If it doesn’t contribute, it
doesn’t leave the sketch pad.
·· Believe that together we can do anything.
·· Invent and don’t be scared to get it wrong.
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To be Jesus' Disciples,
We Mu s t A l s o Embrace Our Cross and Follow Him.

SR LECIA’S THOUGHTS

Here is the Old Testament Psalm 89:3-6. 12-14. 17. R. V1
R. In every age, O Lord, you have been our refuge.
1. You turn men back into dust and say: “Go back, sons of men.”
To your eyes, a thousand years are like yesterday come and
gone, no more than a watch in the night. R.
2. You sweep men away like a dream, like grass which springs
up in the morning. In the morning it springs up and flowers: by
evening it withers and fades. R.

Sister Lecia Coombe RSM

23rd Sunday Ordinary Time Year C
8 SEPTEMBER 2019
Dear Readers,
Today we catch a new glimpse of Christian Discipleship through
the pertinent lenses of both Old and New Testament writings.
There are close links between the Books of Wisdom and Psalms,
St Paul’s hopes for his Christian converts, and what Jesus offers
us.
In the First Reading, Wisdom 9:13-18, the writer remarks it is
laborious enough for us to determine what is within our reach on
earth, let alone things of Heaven. Only wisdom, graced by God’s
Holy Spirit, can straighten our paths and teach us how to act,
when we are weighed down by minds teeming with unsure and
unstable intentions. Wisdom reveals the simple fact that we have
already been saved by Jesus, not by our own efforts, thus easing
our burdens considerably. Discipleship brings joy as well as cost.

3. Make us know the shortness of our life, that we may gain
wisdom of heart. Lord, relent! Is your anger forever? Show pity
to your servants. R.
4. In the morning, fill us with your love; we shall exult and rejoice
all our days. Let the favour of the Lord be upon us: give success
to the work of our hands. R.
The Second Reading is Philemon 9-10, 12-17. Though Onesimus
is providing invaluable support to Paul in his Roman prison, Paul
decides to send him back to the Christian community where he
belongs. Appealing to the demands of their common Christian
faith, Paul writes tactfully to Philemon, asking him to welcome
Onesimus, not as a slave any more but as a brother in the Lord.
(Philemon was a legal Christian slave-owner, Onesimus was
his slave, who had run away to follow Paul – which was a crime
deserving severe punishment.)
In the Gospel, Luke 14, 25-33, Jesus is surrounded by large
crowds on his final journey to Jerusalem and death. In His
parlance, ‘hate’ simply meant ‘loving less than.’ Jesus is not
advocating hatred for anyone but emphasizing the absolute
priority of God’s love. To gently awaken people from delusion,
Jesus tells two stories of rich, powerful men embarking on
expensive, dangerous projects, at great risk. He wants his
audience (and us) to know that following Him means being
prepared to risk our lives.
Please try to read the references in full, and pray Psalm 89 often
for Wisdom of Heart.
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DEBATING
&
PUBLIC SPEAKING
DEBATING REPORT

Schools Debating Network (SDN)

Archdale Competition

Friday night was another successful round against Wenona,
with many of our teams winning their debates on topics of Law
and Order. The topics allowed our girls to discuss and explore
areas involving our current systems. We look forward to the
final preliminary round of this competition against St Ignatius’
College, Riverview.

The semi-finals of the Archdale Competition saw some very
challenging and highly-competitive debates against Loreto
Kirribilli and Abbotsleigh. We congratulate the Senior and the
Year 8B teams on their progression to the Grand Finals and wish
them luck in their Grand Final debates in the week to come. We
also congratulate the Year 9 and 7B teams on competing in the
semi-finals, and we look forward to following them again in the
next Archdale season.

Ella Gruber
Debating Captain
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FROM THE PARENTS & FRIENDS
ASSOCIATION

PARENTS & FRIENDS ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING FOLLOWED BY APPRECIATION DRINKS
DATE:		
TIME:		
VENUE:

Tuesday 10 September
5:45pm for a 6:00pm start
O'Regan Arts and Cultural Common (ACC)

All members of the Monte community are invited to attend.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Term 3

#SUPPORTCREWMEALS
URGENT CALL-OUT FOR MEALS
A heartfelt thanks to the families who have provided
#SupportCrewMeals. It is wonderful that Monte families in
need can rely on our free meal service when experiencing
financial hardship or challenging circumstances.

Date

Event

Host

Tuesday 10
September

P&F AGM Followed by
Appreciation Drinks

P&F

Sunday 15
September

Year 11 Mums and Carers, Spring
Lunch

P&F

Tuesday 17
September

Year 12 IB Visual Arts Exhibition
Opening

College

Friday 20
September

Mercy Day Liturgy and
Celebrations

College

CLICK HERE for more information and to sign up to help a
Monte family.

Saturday 21
September

P&F Trivia Night

P&F

Tuesday 24
September

Year 12 Graduation Ceremony &
Mass

College

If you would like to help but are not able to provide meals,
monetary donations are gratefully accepted to enable the
purchase of pantry items and other necessities.

Friday 27
September

Last Day of Term 3

College

However, supplies are low at present and there is ongoing
and urgent need to fill the freezer with delicious and nutritious
meals.
Please deliver your prepared meals to the dedicated freezer
located on the back verandah of the Development Office
(11 McLaren Street). The College Pastoral Team can
then access these as needed to distribute to the families
confidentially.

For more information please contact
Silvia Galli sgalli@monte.nsw.edu.au
Thank you for your support.
Maryann Gobee,
Vice President, Social Convener
Parents & Friends Association
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SPORTS REPORT

Mr Michael Vandervelde
Sport Program Manager

MONTE OPEN REPRESENTATIVE FOOTBALL TEAM

Congratulations
·· To the Monte girls who showcased their Aerobics and Dancing
skills at the Dance and Aerobics Recital on Monday night.
It was a great night dedicated to the Dance and Aerobics
competitors.
·· To the Monte Tae Kwon Do athletes who competed at NSW All
Schools Tae Kwon Do competition. The team of six were all
medalled in their respective categories!

·· To the Monte Athletics team who competed at the IGSSA
Athletic Championships. The team performed well, placing 9th
overall. Outstanding medal performances from:
·· Ruby Worrell (Year 7): Junior 400m		
Gold
				3 Years 200m		Silver
·· Isabella Azizi (Year 7): Junior Long Jump		
Gold
				Junior High Jump		Silver
·· Sofia Fedirchuk (Year 7): 12 Years 100m		
Silver
				12 Years 200m		Silver

Gold :

Michelle Zacca (Year 7)

Silver:
			

Jessica Cooke (Year 12
Charlotte Freeborn (Year 11)

·· Zoe Campbell (Year 7): 12 Years Shot Put		

Bronze:
			
			

Emma Bickersteth (Year 10)
Isobel Jorgensen (Year 10)
Katie Sheridan (Year 10).

·· Maya Tedder (Year 7):

·· To the Monte Open Representative Football team who
narrowly lost their CCC Knockout semi-final. The team took an
early lead, but could not hold out St Francis Xavier’s College,
Hamilton. Heartbreakingly the team lost in extra time 3-2.

Gold

·· Senior Relay Team:				Silver
13 Years 100m		

Silver

·· Sara Dougan (Year 12): 8 Years 100m		

Silver

Good Luck

·· To the Monte 5 Football team who took their Grand Final to
extra time after a 1-1 final score. They progressed to narrowly
lose to the Chatswood Rangers in a monumental Grand Final.

·· To the Monte Open Representative Basketball team who are
competing to be the best School Basketball team in the State
at the NSW All Schools Basketball Championships on Monday
9 September.

·· To the Monte Netball players and umpires who played this
season. It was a record-breaking season with 58 teams
competing.

·· To the five Monte teams (20 athletes) competing at the
AeroSchools Aerobics Nationals on the Gold Coast on 11
September.

·· To Charlotte Hansen (Year 7) who plays Representative
Basketball for Norths, and has been selected to train and
compete in the Basketball NSW D-League program (U14).

·· To Monte’s 23 Netball teams playing in the Grand Finals this
Friday and Saturday.

·· To Maegan Lee (Year 12) who has been selected by
Basketball NSW to referee at Division 1 NSW State Basketball
Championships for 16/18s. This is an amazing achievement
as there are only a handful of referees chosen and only a few
females chosen.

·· To Ashleigh Bannerman (Year 8) who is competing this week
at the Snowsports National Competition in Victoria.
·· To the Rugby 7s teams playing their final round prior to the
season Finals.

Thank You
·· I express our huge thank you to the Dance and Aerobics
coaches who organised and ran the Dance and Aerobics
Recital night.
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SPORTS REPORT

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE MONTE ATHLETICS TEAM WHO COMPETED AT THE IGSSA ATHLETIC CHAMPIONSHIPS

Term 3 Representative and College Events
Event

Date

Australian Interschools Snowsports

4-8 September

NSW All Schools Basketball Champion School

9 September

AeroSchools Nationals

11 September

Gold Coast

Touch - National Youth Championships

17-21 September

Sunshine Coast

CCC Athletics Championship

20 September

8:00am-3:00pm

SIAC, Homebush

NSW Rugby 7s Secondary Schools Finals

25 September

8:00am-3:00pm

Newcastle

Touch - National Youth Championships

17-21 September

CCC Athletics Championship

20 September

8:00am-3:00pm

SIAC, Homebush

NSW Rugby 7s Secondary Schools Finals

25 September

8:00am-3:00pm

Newcastle
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Time

Venue
Mt Buller, Victoria

8:00am-3:00pm

Hills Basketball, Castle Hill

Sunshine Coast
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SPORTS REPORT

International Women’s Events

Winter Sports Term 3

This new section to Monte Matters promotes upcoming
Women’s Elite sporting events

The contacts for Term 3 sports are:

Football - The Matildas are taking to the field against Chile in their
first home series after their FIFA Women's World Cup campaign.
The first match will be at Bankwest Stadium in Sydney on
Saturday 9 November at 3:00pm. Tickets are available through
Ticketek.

Monte Active
Monte Active classes have recommenced.
Students can join at any time.
FIRST SESSION IS FREE!
All the details are on MonteConnect/Monte Active.
·· Yoga Tuesday pm and Friday am (OR401)
·· Zumba Wednesday pm (Mercy Hall)
·· Fitness Every Morning and Thursday afternoon
(Monte Gym)

Swimming at Monte
Monte offers swimming squads for fitness and/or for competition
all year round. The Swim page on MonteConnect contains all the
information.
Contact Mr Jon Bell jbell@monte.nsw.edu.au

·· IGSSA & Invitational Basketball Term 3 – Mr Matt Rowan
·· Rugby 7s Term 3 - Mr Matt Rowan
·· IGSSA Twilight Athletics – Mr Matt Rowan
·· NSFA Football Term 3 –Mr Michael Vandervelde
·· SEHA and IGSSA Hockey Term 3 - Mrs Liz Morgan
·· Norths Netball Term 3 – Ms Katie Barton and Mrs Tania
Dorahy
·· Cross Country – Mrs Tania Dorahy
·· Monte Active – Ms Katie Barton

Summer Sports
Term 4, 2019 and Term 1, 2020
Nominations are now closed for the Term 4 2019 and Term 1
2020 Summer Sports Program. Trials are already underway. All
the details are on MonteConnect/appropriate sport page.
Please ensure your daughter is well-aware of the commitment
required to play, and the consequences of withdrawing once
grading is completed.
The Sports on offer are:
·· Tennis (HKDTA and IGSSA)
·· Touch (Easts)
·· Softball (MWSA)
·· Water Polo (IGSSA & ESSG)
·· Volleyball (Santa) (Term 4 only)
·· Basketball (Santa) (Term 4 only)
·· AFL (Term 1 only)
·· Sailing (Term 1 only) – to be confirmed
All the details have been posted to students on the Sports
Forum. Please note that AFL and Sailing are not open on
MonteConnect, but they WILL NOT clash with other Saturday
morning competitions.

Sporting Acknowledgements
If your daughter is involved in any significant sporting events or
achievements please let us know so she can be acknowledged.

Sports Department Staff
Please contact the Sports Department on 9409 6420 or email
mvandervelde@monte.nsw.edu.au

#ITSOK2PLAY
Respect your umpires – they are human too.
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FROM THE COLLEGE CLINIC

REPORTED CASES OF
INFLUENZA A AND B
Dear Parents and Carers,
The College has had several reported cases of Influenza A and B strains across some year groups.
The NSW Public Health Unit has advised us to notify all parents and carers of the virus.
If you suspect your daughter is unwell, and she is displaying signs of Influenza please keep her at home
and seek medical attention.
Influenza viruses are mainly spread by droplets made when an infected person coughs or sneezes.
Influenza can also be spread through touching surfaces where infected droplets have landed.
People with influenza can be infectious from the day before their symptoms start. Adults are most
infectious in the first 3-5 days of their illness, while children remain infectious for 7-10 days, and people
with weakened immune systems may be infectious for longer.
Please Refer to the NSW Health Fact sheet for more information.
www.health.nsw.gov.au/Infectious/factsheets/Factsheets/influenza.PDF
If you have any questions, please contact me at: Healthcentre@monte.nsw.edu.au
02 9409 6255
Thank you,
Lauren Jacobs
College Nurse

2020 BURSARY APPLICATIONS ARE NOW OPEN

EMPOWERED BY CHOICE
At Monte we believe that an innovative education,
built on the foundation of choice, will equip young women
for a life of significance, purpose and success.

2020 BURSARY APPLICATIONS NOW OPEN
CLOSING FRIDAY 20 SEPTEMBER
ENQUIRIES registrar@monte.nsw.edu.au
www.monte.nsw.edu.au | 02 9409 6200 | 128 Miller Street, North Sydney

BLUE & BLUE SCHOLARSHIP

APPLICATIONS OPEN
The Blue & Blue Scholarship is awarded to a current student
completing Year 10, providing a half scholarship for study in
Years 11 and 12 at the College. The Scholarship is awarded to a
student who exemplifies the school motto: Religio, Scientia and
Cultus and is awarded based on the following criteria:
• Academic achievement as evidenced by consistently
strong performance in school subjects in Years 7-10

Only current Year 10 Monte students are eligible to apply
for the 2019 Blue & Blue Scholarship.
The application form and directions for applicants are
available on the Year 10 Pastoral page and MonteConnect.

• A high level of participation across a range
of Co-curricular activities in Years 7-10
• Contribution to College life through involvement in
liturgical, social justice and service activities.

All completed applications must be left in the 2019 Blue &
Blue Scholarship Applications Box located in the College
Reception.

A committee consisting of, but not limited to, the Director of
Mission, Director of Senior School, Deputy Principal Curriculum
and Head of Year 10 will shortlist and interview the applicants
before providing a recommendation to the Principal.

Applications Close
Wednesday 25 September 2019 at 3:20pm

The winner of the Scholarship is announced at the Senior
School Mass & Awards Ceremony in November.

For more information, please email
registrar@monte.nsw.edu.au

Mrs Louise Stephenson
Registrar
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IB DIPLOMA
VISUAL ARTS EXHIBITION
TUESDAY 17 SEPTEMBER
6:00-8:00PM
O'REGAN ARTS & CULTURAL COMMON
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VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
TO SUPPORT HSC STUDENTS
WITH READING WITHIN THEIR EXAMS
You may be aware that some HSC students have Disability Provisions granted to enable
them to access their examinations. There is a comprehensive process for assessing
student eligibility and some students qualify for a reader to support them.
We are looking for volunteers to support our current HSC students who have been granted
access to a reader within their final HSC examinations.

What qualities should a reader have?

What a reader can do.

4 Ability to communicate clearly in English with a

4 Read the exam question and any incorporated

sufficient literacy level
4 Understanding of the subject being examined
4 Willingness to spend time practising with the student
Patience and sensitivity
4 Understanding of the need to maintain
confidentiality and an ability to do so.

stimulus or resource material as many times as the
student asks them to.
4 Read the student’s answers back to them.

Who can act as a reader?
4 A former student of the school.
4 A suitable adult.
4 A retired teacher.

Who cannot act as a reader?
A relative or friend of the student.
A currently employed teacher or private tutor.
A non-teaching employee at the student’s school.
Anyone who recently taught the student.
Anyone who has a close relative sitting the same
examination.
6 A NSW Education Standards Authority (NESA)
appointed examination supervisor or presiding
officer.
6
6
6
6
6

What a reader cannot do.
6 Interpret the question for the student.
6 Advise the student in any way.
6 Read the language being examined in a Language

examination.
If you are interested in becoming a reader and are
available during the dates listed below please contact
Penelope Gillam on pgillam@monte.nsw.edu.au
Your assistance would be much appreciated.
Your assistance would be much appreciated by our
HSC students.

FINAL HSC EXAMINATIONS PERIOD
THURSDAY 17 OCTOBER - FRIDAY 8 NOVEMBER

FROM THE COLLEGE SHOP

CHANGE TO SUMMER UNIFORM

All students are to be in their full
Summer Uniform from Week 10:
Monday 23 September
The College Shop will have
all the Summer uniform
requirements available and on
the shelves from Thursday 12
September.
As soon as possible, please
ask your daughter to try on her
Summer uniforms to be sure
they fit well, in preparation for
the change-over.

Music Report Amendment
AMEB Results
		

Please note a mistake in the previous edition of Monte Matters; Lucia Bardetta (Year 10) receieved
Honours Grade 5 Voice, not Honours for Grade 2 Voice as was published.

